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1. Introduction

We should begin by making a distinction between the terms "screening" and
"diagnosis." The purpose of screening is to select from an apparently healthy
population those who display sufficient probability of an illness to warrant
referral for diagnosis. As defined by the National Conference on Chronic Diseases
[47] (cited in [16]): "Screening is the presumptive identification of unrecognized
disease or defect by the applications of tests, examinations or other procedures
which can be applied rapidly." Thus, screening is not a decision about therapy,
but a method of case finding and a step toward diagnosis. Though the emphasis
in this paper is on analysis for a single disease, this may be done as a part of a
multiple or multiphasic screening program. In fact, the point of interest is how,
from a multitude of data, relevant information may be recognized and combined
to increase the precision of screening. We shall examine here three ways of using
screening data: the single test, with positive or negative indication; the profile,
an array of estimates of levels for each of a set of relevant factors; and the index,
a single composite of weighted factors.
As a first stage in the medical care process, screening has evoked controversy

over safety, effectiveness, and economy; and the purpose here is to examine some
of the issues in a decision theory context. This paper is a continuation of two
earlier discussions; that of Churchman [14] in his treatment of values, and
Chiang, Hodges, and Yerushalmy [13] in the treatment of statistics.
The literature on screening is large, though scattered. References [7], [8], [16],

[34], [47], [49], and [54], describe the problem from the medical historical point
of view. Blumberg [4], Scheff [51], and Thorner [56] have introduced some of
the value and decision theory considerations pursued here. Federer [20] has
compiled an extensive bibliography on the generic problem of screening.
The decision process of interest in screening for disease is one of policy making.

A large number of persons are to be examined and a wide range of manifesta-
tions is expected. The problem is to decide beforehand what action is to be taken
over sets of manifestations, taking into account such factors as prevalence of
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thle (lisease screened for, the cost of screeiiig, the costs of mlissed cases (false
negatives), and unnecessary referrals (false positives), and the constraints of the
capacity of the medical care system to liaiidle the referrals from the screening
p)rocess. We have the extensive form of the decision problem of determining
strategy, the beforehand choice of actions to be takeni in response to any of
the possible test results when they are cncounltered. In the diseases of interest
here, there are not likely to be tests that are pathognomonic, that is, capable
of judging precisely the presence or absence of the disease. Most tests behave
as the niame screeninlg iml)lies; as the "mesh" is tightenled to catch more of the
l)ositive cases, it catches an iniereasiing numiber of negative subjects as well. An
inierease in sensitivity is ofteni bought at the expense of a loss of specificity, and(
thc decision to refer a case or not must be one taken under risk or uncertainty. The
al)proach proposed is to determine from the available range of screenillg observa-
tions and tests, one, or the level of oine, or a groul), which minfimizes the sum
of costs of missed cases and unniecessary referrals; theni to compare this wvith
such alternative strategies as (a) screeniing aI)d referring n1o one, or (b) bypassing
screening directly into the referral process.

In this paper, the l)roblem is exanmined flomn the )oint of view of thle effect
of disease on society at large as well as oii the individuials afflicted alnd the sys-
tem of health services w-hich must care for them. The value considerationis are
complex ones, for with several segmlenits of society involved, the process is one
of groul) decision. In the past it hias beei p)ossible to avoid formal treatmenits
of the value problem, for either severely conistrainied resources have dominated
decisions, or ignoranice of statistical l)rol)erties of the disease anid its detectioln
wvould have prevented the application of decisioni theory, eveni if mleaninigful
miieasures of values anid costs wierc available. B3oth obstacles are givinig way herc
and there anid it becomes ultimiiately necessary to treat the valuc l)roblenm. One
aim of this study is to attempt to estimiate relevaiit values, utilities or losses in
the conitext of the very decision procedures in which they are iieeded.
A traditional approach to evaluationi of screeninig is to determine wlhether

screeninlg is justified at all. It compares the yield, that is, the niumber of pre-
viously undetected cases discovered, to the cost of the screeninig program itself
l)lus the cost of follow ul) examiniatioii. Aniother figure of merit used is the coni-
firmation ratio, the proportionl of referrals conifirmled as true l)ositive cases [9],
for if l)revalence of true disease is lowv and specificity of screeninig is not total,
the follow ul) resources may be deluged with false )ositives. Trlle occurreiiec of
false negatives, the missed cases, has beeni considered ani inllercilt daniger of
screeninig; it is a basis for the argument that a false negative indicationl imiay
engender unjustified conlfideince. On the other hanid, it is argued by prol)onents
of screeniing that the risk of biasing missed cases againist further examinatioln is
justified by the benefits to those detected. As cited in [16] ". . . our satisfaction
in the number detected far outweighs ouI grief over those missed."

Evaluationi of screeninig pirocesses from a decision theoretic poinit of view
acce)ts screening pro tern as a l)otelltially admissible strategy and initroduces
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the cost of missed cases. However, the current state of knowledge does not yet
permit a decision theoretic formulation in the case of some important diseases.
The widely used procedure in screeninig for glaucoma, for example, is meas-
urement of intraocular pressure, a variable associated with the disease [7], and
referral of those whose pressure exceeds two-or perhaps three-standard devia-
tions from the population mean. Many existing screening procedures and the
criteria for evaluating them have this characteristic of limiting the referral cases.
Packer, Deutsch, Deweese, Kashgarian, and Lewis [42] have studied the dis-
tribution of the variable in a large sample, but unfortunately, although some
follow up has been made in low pressure groups, they do not have sufficient
data to establish the form of the conditional distribution of pressure given
existence of the disease. Sensitivity appears to be low, and one is motivated to
find better screening measures as well as a rationale for their use in decision.

There are many single tests for which estimates of sensitivity and specificity
are available. Since these form the basis for most current practice we shall
examine first some of the implications of the single test.

2. The single test

Single tests form the basis for most current procedures, whether used alone
in a single disease screening or as part of a multiphasic screening program. Most
familiar are, for example, chest X-ray for tuberculosis detection [18], [51],
tonometry for glaucoma [6], [26], [42], [44], blood or urine analysis for diabetes
[33], [48], and several tests for heart disease [32], [50]. The accuracy of test
procedures is treated in [25], and [39]. The results of tests may be a dichotomous
positive or negative indication, such as the presence or absence of bacilli in a
smear [22] or it may be a scale reading of a continuous variable, such as intra-
ocular pressure. The interesting problem in the latter case is to select a screen-
ing level or levels, thresholds beyond which a change in action should be made.
A point to be kept in mind is that the test may be self-administered, or admin-
istered by a technician. Subtleties of medical judgment cannot be assumed at
the screening stage.
The problem lends itself to expression and solution in the form of a two

dimensional game against nature. We consider only two states of nature; the
positive state, 01: "ought to be referred for further examination" and the neg-
ative state 02: "need not be referred now." (In some instances, a third state
such as the critical one "ought to be treated immediately" is recognized.) The
states of nature have been operationally defined above in terms of the available
actions, referral a,, or, dismissal a2. The meaning of the test indications, positive
xi, or negative x2, is also implied, and a key element in the problem is the preci-
sion of the test, expressed conveniently as sensitivity, the proportion of true
positives giving a positive indication p(xGlol), and specificity, the proportion of
true negatives giving a negative indication p(x2102). If it is possible to express
losses or regrets associated with each action for each state of nature L(a, 0) and
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to identify the gamut of strategies, then it is possible to compute an expected
loss for each strategy for each state of nature

(2.1) L(0, s) = E p(xl0)p(alx, s)L(alj),
a z

where p(alx, s) is 1 if in strategy s, x calls for action a, and 0 if it does not.
If a priori probability P, that is, prevalence of the disease in the screened

population is known, an expected loss can be computed for each strategy,

(2.2) E[L(0, s)] = PL(01, s) + (1 - P)L(02, s).

Three significant strategies need to be examined. First there is the strategy,
call it s8, of nonscreening-or not responding to screening, whatever its indica-
tion. This incurs for true positives the loss L(a2, 01), the loss of not detecting a
true positive case, but it places no burden of false positives L(ai, 02) on the
referral system. It is the strategy of doing nothing to seek out cases, and as a
practical matter, is often defended on the grounds of inadequacy or inherent
ineffectiveness of the system to handle referrals. It may be defensible also if
lack of specificity in screening and low prevalence incur referral costs greater
than costs of missed cases.

Another strategy S2 would bypass a screening procedure and send everyone
to the referral process. Here the cost of unnecessary referrals L(al, 02), is incurred
with certainty but in return, false negatives are avoided. Note that a mixed
strategy of si and 82 is possible by selecting some proportion of the population
at random for referral without screening.

Finally there is strategy S3 of responding to a screening procedure, referring
those judged positive for diagnosis and dismissing those with negative indication.
There is of course a fourth strategy, the perverse one of responding in a way
contrary to the screening indications, but this need not be considered.

Hopefully, s3 is the best strategy but whether it is or not depends upon prev-
alence of the suspected disease as well as the precision of screening. The decision
problem can be illustrated graphically in the manner of Chernoff and Moses [11].
In figure 1 we consider only two kinds of loss, those associated with errors, letting
R1 be the regret of missing a case, and R2 be the regret of an unnecessary referral.
Thus, strategy si incurs no regret for the undiseased and 82 none for the diseased.
A straight line in figure 1 connecting the intercepts R1 and R2 gives the regrets
for mixed s1 and 82 strategies. The screening strategy is optimal if on the convex
set containing the other strategies, it is the first to be supported by a paramet-
rically increasing family of lines of constant regret. The dotted curve in figure 1
represents a screening test in which a variable x, such as intraocular pressure
or blood sugar, is measured and some level of the measurement, xi, must be
chosen as the threshold for a positive indication. In this case s1 and 82 are special
cases of S3, the extremes of the possible assignment of xi.
Using this diagram, we can identify and explain some of the problems and

controversy that have attended the consideration of screening policy. In figure 2
the diagram is repeated to show some examples of screening results. The origin
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FIGURE 1

Graphical representation of screening decision problem.
Dashed line shows locus of S3 if x1 is an arbitrary level

of a continuous variable.

represents perfect screening, but with loss of sensitivity and specificity, the
points radiate toward the line of mixed nonscreening strategies. The closer they
get to this line, the narrower the range of prevalence for which screening is op-
timal. The narrower this range, the more sensitive the solution becomes to all
the estimates-of prevalence, sensitivity, specificity, and losses. Diabolically,
the usual low prevalence of the screened disease is accompanied by a high ratio
of losses or regrets of untreated cases to unnecessary referrals R1/R2. The sup-
porting lines of constant cost and the line of mixed nonscreening policies are of
nearly similar negative slopes and the choice between these extreme strategies
is either indifferent or sensitive to the estimates of prevalence and regrets. Thus,
the real world controversy over the value of screening is understandable. Screen-
ing is a means of resolving the controversy by providing a strategy which may
dominate the others. Obviously, the greater the precision of screening, the wider
the range of prevalences for which it is optimal and the less sensitive the solu-
tion is to errors in estimate of any of the significant variables. Analyses of the
sensitivity of solutions to estimates of the prior distribution and the losses have
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FI(GURE 2

Result of some screening studies.
A-1 [1], General Health (CMl);
H-la [28], General Health 85.5, 93.2;
H-lb [28], General Health (with exam) 98.1, 76.9;
K-la [32], Diabetes (urinalysis) 38.1, 92.9;
K-lb [32], Diabetes (blood sugar) 66.7, 97.8;
K-2a [33], Heart disease (blood press.) 86.3, 74.0;
K-2b [33], Heart disease (total battery) 96.6, 31.9.

been made by Pierce [46] and l3ovey [5], respectively. One is strongly mlotivated
to avoid these concerins by improving screeninig precisioni. One approach is to
draw upon more information than that contained in the single test. Certain
demographic data as well as additional tests are sources of additional ilnforma-
tion that may reduce uncertaiinty, but at the cost of analytical complication.
We distinguish two approaches to the handling of multiple measurements. Uiider
the term profile are those schemes that maintaiin the separateness of elemelnts
of information, under the term index are the procedules for patterni recognition
that combine elemenits of informationi additively.

3. Profile

Multiple or multiphasic screening offers a means of bringing additional fac-
tors to bear on a siingle disease decision. Although the intent of the total program
may be to screen for several diseases, and as noted by Breslow [8], this is more
efficient than a set of single disease programs, the decisioii for any particular
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disease may draw on all the meaningftul data. Usually the levels of each of a
set of relevant factors is estimated for each subject, as for example the classifica-
tion of psychiatric patients by Overall and Gorham [41], of 16 factors and three
levels. The levels may be dichotomous, for example, yes or no aniswers to ques-
tioIIs, oIr continiuous variables divided inito cohorts. 'l'he need for discreteniess is
to permit a finite number of combinationis of factors. Each subject then presellts
a patterll or profile; a population profiled in n factors at mn levels of each has a
possible ml, profile. An example of this approach is given by Collen, IRubini,
Neyman, Dantzig, Baer, and Seigelaub [15,)], in screening for asthma. Yes and
Ino answers to six questions yield 64 possible profiles. If a suifficiently large pop-
ulation is screcened simultaileously and all are then confirnied positive or rneg-
ative by a reliable diagnosis, it is possible as shown in [15] to apply 'Neyman's
method [38] to compute for each profile a likelihood ratio, defined as the ratio
of the fraction of confirmed positives in the profile to conifirmed negatives in
the profile.
This approach has statistical anid coml)utational problems, due chiefly to the

rapid increase in the number of potential profiles as factors, and levels within
factors are added. The introductioin of computers has facilitated work with
profiles; Kleinmuntz [31] reports cutting time by a factor of 100 in groupinlg
patients into profiles. Parker [43] has developed a computational procedure for
recognizing relevant combinatioins of indications in a miianly factor problem with
potentially a very large niumber of profiles.
The analytical treatmenlt of profiles may proceed in several ways. They may

be arrayed in order of tlleir likelihood ratio and each plofile evaluated for its
contribution to the cumulative sensitivity and specificity. Theiu by the method
used for the single test for determiniing screening level-the optimal combinia-
tioni of sensitivity and specificity-the profiles may be divided iilto nlegative alnd
positive groups.

It is somewhat simpler to deteriiinie frolii examination of the observation for
each )rofile whether the losses for accepting the profile as positive are greater
than those for accepting it as negative. The decision rule, where L(pos) is the
incremental loss caused by declaring a profile positive, is to minimize, where xi
is the ith profile,
(3.1) L(pos) = p(xit62)(1 - 1')R2,

L(neg) = p(xi|0I)PRj.
If profiles are arrayed in descending order of likelihood ratio, the positive

classification will be choseni until the further decline in L(pos) is first offset by
L(neg) at which point the optimum likelihood ratio

(3.2) p(xi462) - (1
P

Note that the computation of the likelihood ratio on the left involves condi-
tional probabilities only, whereas the criterion or threshold value contains both
prevalence and the cost of errors. Both of these may vary in time and place.
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Hence, the choice of criterion level becomes a matter of local policy and condi-
tions, while the constituents of the likelihood ratio itself may be universal in
character.

In some cases the profile information may be used to supplement the indica-
tions of a test. One way to do this is to correlate profile factors such as age or
sex with a priori probability of a subject's being positive. This is meaningful
if the test involves choice of a screening level, for as shown earlier, the optimal
level is a function of the a priori probability of the disease.

4. The index

Anyone who works with profiles becomes aware of the problems of identify-
ing profile patterns, limiting the number of levels and factors to keep the num-
ber of profiles in reasonable bounds, and performing analytical operations. There
is a temptation to seek to construct some single measure, an index, which dem-
onstrates the composite intensity of the factors. It opens the possibility of
weighting factors according to their importance and summing them or com-
bining them in some other way. A basic problem as noted by Mainland [37] is
that any value of a particular index, determined by summing weighted levels of
factors, can be arrived at in a multitude of ways-individuals with widely vary-
ing profiles may yield the same index. Thus, much of the profile is obscured.

Nevertheless, though unattractive in the respect mentioned, many indices
have been empirically useful. In other kinds of classifications, such as the deter-
mination of need for resources where the levels in factors are measured in
homogeneous units like dollars or man hours, the index has operational signif-
icance. For screening or diagnostic classification, it is compatible with the exist-
ence of syndromes and for chronic disease it can be thought of as dynamic
measure reflecting the progression of component symptoms in a syndrome.
Brodman [10] has made use of the Cornell Medical Index Questionnaire to

compute a total score of weighted symptoms, when weight reflects the signif-
icance of a symptom for a particular disease. He set arbitrary thresholds of this
score and achieved 44 per cent of confirmed diagnoses with few false positives.
Walton [58], after examining the problems of profiling dispensary patients

from a 100 question instrument, devised instead an index to screen patients for
a set of disease categories. The scheme is applied to the categories one at a
time and hence, can fit the definition of single disease screening as it has been
used here. For a given disease category, the results of a self-administered yes
or no questionnaire are used to determine an index xi for the ith disease category,
where, using Walton's notation

n

(4.1) xi = WiASik, i = 1, 2, ,n,
k=1

where

(4.2) Wik = weight of the kth symptom for the ith questionnaire,
(4.2) s~ik = 0 for no, 1 for yes answer to the kth question.
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In Walton's study, each xi is a component of an n dimensional vector; direc-
tion indicates the disease category and length the intensity of the syndrome.
The reference for decision is the pattern of end points of vectors for patients
confirmed in each disease category. The usefulness of the technique depends
upon separability of the clusters for each category and the ability to recognize
the vector of each subject screened as belonging in one of the clusters, or clearly
belonging in none. Sebestyn [53] has given a thorough treatment of the general
problem of pattern recognition and separation of classes. Hopkins [30] uses lung
cancer diagnosis to illustrate the use of an index for separation of positive and
negative classes.
The rating scale method was used for obtaining symptom weight from a

sample of physicians. Eckenrode [18] compares various schemes for obtaining
subjective multiple weights and confirms the speed of the rating scale method
although less variation among raters is achieved by more time consuming ap-
proaches of paired comparisons and rank ordering.
As in the other methods discussed, there remains the problem of choice of a

Referral
Diagnosis Therapy

Primary )
Screening

. ----Secondary
< < _ f t~~~~~rening

Scheduled X
Rescreening_

Dismissal

FIGURE 3a

Sequential screening process-patient flow.

- X2 .I X3-(XI
I-

FIGURE 3b

Distribution of indices I, for two states of nature.
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decision rule to be applied-how an inidex is to be used for decision. Abraillsoli,
Terespolsky, Brook, and Kark [1] have applied the Cornell Medical Index to
a group of patients aild computed sensitivity and specificity for some arbitrarily
drawn threshold which would permit application of the game against inature
previously described. Walton has chosen to present the decision process in a
sequential form, to recognize in the index two thresholds-a lower negative
screening level, an upper positive screeniing level, and an interveniing region of
uncertainity in which the cost and probability of error outweigh the cost of seek-
ing more information. The source of most informationi in Walton's study was a
steering physician, and in fact the purpose of the screeniing mechaniism was to
relieve the p)hysician of some of his burden. We have here a potentially two
stage model in the form shown in figure 3.

5. Estimation of utilities and losses

Throughout the preceding discussions, we have spoken of values, losses, andl
regrets as thouglh they were available and meaninigful mcasures subject to
mathematical operations. The commensurability of values is an old topic. The
classical treatment by Ralph Barton Perry [45] lists three bases for value meas-
urement: inteinsity of interest, preference, and inclusiveniess, where the last term
refers to the breadth of the base over which a l)referelnce is held. Of these,
revealed preference has formed the basis for moderni utility theory as promul-
gated by von Neumann and Morgenstern [57], and inideed, Perry reasonis that
the measures of initerest are contaitned within preference. However, the problem
of inclusiveniess is very relevant here; there are miany segmiienits of society affected
in screening decisions; the l)atient whose health is at stake, the health services
whose resources are to be consumed, the physicialls, who traditioilally place a
high subjective cost on a false negative diagnosis [51], and filnally society at
large, which suffers from loss of productive capacity of its members through
illness. In decision theory terms, we are dealing wvith groul) decisioni, for wvhich,
Luce and Raiffa [36] note, a loss table must be arrived at by compromnise. The
term compromise requires here a broader definitioni than is usually accorded it;
it should embrace the possibilities of integration of conflict ini the sense of Follett
[24] through admission of changed environimenit or values.
Much of the experimental work in utility estimationi has concerlned the devel-

opment of a utility functioni for some conltinuously measurable commodity, suchl
as monley. Green [27] has used the standard gamble techni(lue to determiine the
utility functioni of some corporate executives for dollars (their owin) anid rate
of return on investmieiit of company funids. Davidsoni, Siegel, anid Sul)l)es [17]
have developed experimiental procedures for utility estimatioll. The form of the
utility problem. in screening procedures is to develop entries for a loss table,
reduced in simplest form to the regrets associated with the mwissed case I?,, anld
unniecessary referral R2. The first contains many elements related to unidetected
and hence perhaps uncointrolled disease: paini and premlature death, lost economzic
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usefulness, possible contagion, lost faith in screellillg procedure and its partic-
ipants; R2, the man hours and facilities wasted in unInecessary referral containis
an element of opportunity cost-the value of alternative activity foregone.
A hasis for utility estimation almost leaps from the pages, for one can hardly

fail to notice that the screcninig procedutre is itself a standard ganble. Oie
strategy is to refer everyone and thus incur with certainty the referral cost.
The alterinative strategy is screening, with a mixed outcome of somc lost cases
and some unnecessary referrals. References [22] and [23] give examnples of
attempts to elicit utilities from decision makers in the context of a specific real
screening problem, by diminiishinig sensitivity of a diagnostic procedure until a
threshold of indifference to the procedure is reached. Nuunez [40] has attempted
to estimate dollar value components of Ri and R2 for one disease, glaucoma, and
to use them to evaluate strategies.
A realistic backdrol) for utility estimiationi can be developed from the decision

process centered on the inielusion of a particular profile or a particular screening
level in the positive classification. There is, for example, in [15] an array of
profiles from a screeningii test and follow up for asthma. For each profile, we
see the absolute number of confirmed positive and niegative cases. Should a par-
ticular profile, say one witlh 5 positive and 33 negative cases, have beeni included
in the positive profile group, had there becn no follow up? The (luestion is
c(luivalent to: Does the regret of missinig 5 cases exceed the regret of referring
33 unniecessarily? (Apparently it does not in the case at hanid, for this profile is
not included as positive by the authors, although the profile with the next
higher likelihood ratio, havinig 1 confirmi-ed positive positive and 5 negatives is.)

In order to assess the magnitudes of various components of decision makers'
utilities, the questions may be repeated with chaniges in assumptions. One may
assume, for example, in the first questioning that no mechanism exists for reg-
ularly repeating screcninig, thus makinig a high value of R2 possible. Introducing
a planned repeat of the screeninig program diminishes the danger to missed cases
and the correspoindinig regret R2, diminishes to the loss which may occur in the
interveninlg period. Similarly, if the first (luestioning assumes that all referrals
will be made to local resources, the revealed estimate of R2 may reflect a high
opportunity cost attributed to the waste of already constrainied resources. A
revised assumptioIl that the screeniing program provides the referral resources,
in order to eliminate concerni over opportunity costs and capacity constraints,
permits the utility estimate to reflect princil)ally the objective cost of the
referral examinatioin.
What becomes clear from experimenits in this context is that the utilities to

be estimated for use in the decision process are ad hoc. They depend upon some
kinowledge of what is to happen next; the time uintil the next screeninig and the
dynamics of the disease relative to that time interval; the certainty and (quality
of follow up, the perceived importance of health programs which may compete
for follow up resources, the inclusiveness of various decision makers' eonceii
over the missed case. These are brought out in the utility estimation process.
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6. Summary and conclusions

An examination of the decision problems in screening leads to several conclu-
sions. First, the more precise, that is sensitive and specific, the screening proce-
dure, the less sensitive is the choice of policy to precision of estimate of other
relevant variables such as the prevalence of disease, the losses associated with
errors, and the capacity constraints of the follow up system. Hence, there is
strong motivation to sharpen precision of screening and the emphasis in this
paper is on several approaches, none of which, it appears, is categorically
superior to the others.

Second, although the sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of a screening
procedure may be universal and constant, the other variables that influence
decision are not. The choice of strategy is dependent upon the losses of missed
cases and unnecessary referrals. These losses are affected by the policies and
circumstances embodied in the actions taken, for example, whether or not a
dismissal is to be followed within a safe period by rescreening. The losses not
only differ from place to place, but by virtue of their subjective components
they are ephemeral, fortunately so, if their change is required to resolve con-
flicts in group decision. Hopefully, utility estimation is an evolving process, to
be carried out, not remotely, but in the decision making situation.
The problem is dynamic in several senses of that word. The intensity of ill-

ness changes in time, so that the regret of false negative dismissal is a function
of the interval between screening programs, a problem approached by Lincoln
and Weiss [35]. The choice of strategy at the screening stage is dependent upon
the actions to be taken at subsequent stages. Thus, screening policies would be
formed ideally as part of a total system of management of a disease or a set of
diseases.
Most of these conclusions are qualitatively obvious, but it has only been in

recent times that one could approach the problem quantitatively in search of
optimal policies for which there is hope of implementation. By recent times is
meant the time of the computer and the time of bold programs of medical care,
for it is clear from the foregoing that the application of rational decision proce-
dures demands knowledge of disease in the apparently healthy population. That
is to say, application of decision theory must be accompanied by large and well
planned screening and diagnostic studies of the dynamics of important diseases.
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